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ABSTRACT
A sudden failure of a critical component in light-emitting
diode (LED) manufacturing equipment would result in
unscheduled downtime, leading to a possibly significant loss
in productivity for the manufacturer. It is therefore
important to be able to predict upcoming failures. A major
obstacle to failure prediction is the limited amount of
equipment lifecycle data available for training, as equipment
failure is not expected to be frequent. This calls for machine
learning techniques capable of making accurate failure
predictions with limited training data. This paper describes
such a method based on sparse coding. We demonstrate the
prediction performance of the method on a real-world
dataset from LED manufacturing equipment. We show that
sparse coding can draw out salient features associated with
failure cases, and can thus produce accurate failure
predictions. We also analyze how sparse coding-based
failure prediction can lead to significant efficiency
improvements in equipment operation.
1.

INTRODUCTION

Reducing costs and increasing productivity are crucial
concerns in the competitive manufacturing industry. Many
manufacturers are seeking to implement intelligent
manufacturing processes including the use of automated
data analysis techniques (Scoville, 2011) which can allow
for cost- and time-saving predictive maintenance (Rothe,
2008). This paper addresses approaches to optimizing
predictive maintenance methods for light-emitting diode
(LED) manufacturing equipment.
Modern LEDs are multilayered structures of chemical
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which permits unrestricted use, distribution, and reproduction in any
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materials in which the thickness and composition of the
various layers determine the color and brightness of the
emitted light and device energy efficiency. The layers are
deposited sequentially through the metal organic chemical
vapor deposition (MOCVD) process, a critical determinant
process in LED performance. The crystalline structure of
each new layer is epitaxially aligned with that of the
underlying layer. This complex process is affected by the
conditions of a multitude of components, such as pumps,
heaters, mass flow controllers, and particle filters 1 .
Unexpected component failure can reduce LED production
yields, and finding and repairing the source of the failure
can take engineers up to 5 days. For example, the failure of
a particle filter will cause the pump to shut down, resulting
in all the raw materials consumed in that run to be wasted.
Here, we focus on developing a failure prediction algorithm
for the particle filter to ensure continuous high-performance
operation in the MOCVD process.
Learning features associated with failure cases plays a
critical role in a data-driven prediction approach. The goal is
to come up a compact yet discriminative feature
representation, in which samples related to failure cases can
be accurately expressed and easily differentiated from others.
Many feature learning methods have been discussed in the
literature; see, e.g., Huang & Aviyente, 2006. These include
principle component analysis (PCA), linear discriminant
analysis (LDA) and sparse coding (SC). The SC approach
used in this paper has emerged as one of the most popular
feature learning methods in recent years, in areas such as
computer vision (Wright et al., 2010). It computes a sparse
representation of input data in terms of a linear combination
of atoms in an overcomplete dictionary (more details are
given in Section 4.1). Compared to methods based on
1

Note that by a particle filter we mean in this paper a physical filter in
MOCVD equipment. This is not to be confused with particle filtering
methods in the diagnostics and prognostics prediction literature (see, e.g.,
Orchar & Vachtsevanos, 2007).
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oorthonormal traansformations,, SC has been
n shown to offfer
ssuperior perforrmance in a vaariety of appliccations includiing
fface recognitio
on (Wright et al.,
a 2009), emo
otion recognitiion
((Chen et al., 20
015), and wireless link prediction (Tarsa et al.,
a
22015). Therefore, the proposeed failure pred
dictor is based on
S
SC.
IIn evaluating our SC-based approach, wee use real-worrld
ssensor data fro
om LED MOCVD equipmen
nt. We found th
hat
thhe SC-based failure predicction method can improve Fm
measure abou
ut 39% over a conventio
onal PCA-bassed
aapproach. In terms of annual uptime of MO
OCVD equipmeent
ooperation, the SC-based faailure predictiion method can
c
inncrease it by ab
bout 600 hourss over a traditio
onal preventatiive
m
maintenance po
olicy. To the beest of our know
wledge, this wo
ork
is the first appllication of SC to the predictio
on of componeent
ffailure in MOC
CVD equipmen
nt.
T
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Sectiion
2 provides an overview of failure
f
predictiion problem and
a
pprior work. Seection 3 descrribes the dataaset used in our
o
eexperiments. Section 4 explaains the basic concept
c
of sparrse
ccoding and th
he proposed failure
f
predictiion pipeline for
f
M
MOCVD equ
uipment. In Section 5, we show the
t
eexperimental results
r
of PCA
A-based and SC-based
S
failu
ure
pprediction methods. Cost-b
benefit analysis for differeent
m
maintenance an
nd prediction policies
p
is disccussed in Sectiion
66. Conclusions are given in Section 7.
22.

FAILURE PREDICTION PROBLEM AND PRIOR WORK

T
The goal of faailure predictio
on is to prediict an upcomiing
ccomponent faiilure in MOC
CVD equipmen
nt, and raise an
aalarm or a main
ntenance advicce to the manu
ufacturer who can
c
thhen intervene to prevent unscheduled do
owntime. In th
his
ppaper, we focu
us on the next-run failure preediction. In oth
her
w
words, followin
ng each run, th
he system prov
vides a predictiion
oof whether the particle filter will
w fail in the next run. Heree a
rrun denotes an execution of a fabrication task
t
on MOCV
VD
eequipment. The next-run faiilure prediction
n can be simp
ply
cconsidered as a decision prob
blem of prediccting a yes or no
ooutcome. We th
hus address it as
a a binary classsification task
k.
F
Failure predictiion methods can be roughly categorized in
nto
m
model-based an
nd data-driven
n approaches (L
Lee et al., 2014).
M
Model-based approaches
a
haave been tradiitionally used to
uunderstand faailure mode progression associated with
w
eequipment co
omponents. In training physics-mod
del
pparameters, su
uch as those in Kalman or
o particle fillter
m
methods (Orch
har and Vachtsevanos, 200
07), model-bassed
m
methods usuallly require relattively smaller amounts of daata.
H
However, to acchieve acceptaable performan
nce in predictio
on,
bbuilding an appropriate
a
ph
hysical modell would requ
uire
ddetailed mech
hanistic know
wledge and could
c
be tim
mecconsuming. In
n contrast, data-driven apprroaches build a
m
machine learneed model based
d on observed sensor data fro
om
eequipment with
hout relying strrongly on domaain knowledgee.

Figurre 1. Data illusstration of a parrticle filter repllacement
cyclle. It is an exam
mple of the 22 cycles consideered. (a)
dp.filtter raw data ovver runs in a repplacement cycle and (b)
dp.filteer maximum vaalues over runss in the same ccycle. Here
a run ddenotes an execcution of a fabrrication task onn MOCVD
equippment. (Runs m
may vary someewhat in their eexecution
time.)) The maximum
m value of dp.ffilter raw data is used to
repres ent the feature of each run. T
Thus a replacem
ment cycle
can be represented ass a sequence off these maximuum values.
M
More details aboout dp.filter aree given in Secttion 3.
3.

DA
ATA DESCRIPT
TION

MOCV
VD processes pproduce powdeers and particullates which
can caause unexpecteed and signifficant damage to costly
pump eequipment. A particle filterr is therefore needed to
avoid ccontamination of the pump. Among the sensors in
MOCV
VD equipment,, dp.filter is thhe most criticaal sensor in
monito ring the particle filter status in the level off dust being
accumuulated there. T
This sensor meeasures the diffference of
pressurre between thee reactor and tthe pump. As fabrication
tasks arre carried out oon MOCVD eequipment, morre powders
and parrticulates are sstacked on the filter, so dp.fiilter values
usuallyy increase gradu
dually. Figure 11(a) shows an eexample of
the deggradation of thee dp.filter signaal in a replacem
ment cycle.
This cyycle consists of multiple rruns, with verrtical lines
denotinng the bounddaries betweenn runs. Practtically, the
particlee filter will be replaced whenn the maximum
m value of
dp.filteer over a run exxceeds a configgured thresholdd (e.g., 30).
Accorddingly, we extrracted the maxximum value foor each run
in ourr experiments.. This meanss that each cycle was
m values as
represeented as a sequuence of dp.fiilter maximum
shown in Figure 1(b)..
Note thhat the dips in Figure 1(b) w
were caused byy executing
“clean runs” on MO
OCVD equipmeent. Such cleaan runs are
sometim
mes needed too clean up residual gases in the reactor
mentionned earlier. Thhe amount of ggases used in a clean run
is muchh less than thoose associated w
with a regular fabrication
task exxecution, leadding to dips in a sequennce of the
subsequuent dp.filter m
maximum valuees.
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IIn total, 22 replacement
r
cy
ycles were co
ollected. In our
o
eexperiments, th
he first 15 cycles and the rem
maining 7 cycles
w
were respectiveely used to builld the training and the test daata.
T
To predict wheether the particlle filter will faiil in the next ru
un,
w
we labeled the previous run before the onee whose dp.fillter
m
maximum valu
ue exceeded 30 as a faulty run
n. To incorporaate
hhistorical inforrmation for failure
f
prediction, we used
d a
ssliding window
w of size 10 runs (with ad
djacent window
ws
ooverlapped by one run) to creeate the featuree vector for eaach
rrun. In other words,
w
we used
d 10 dp.filter maximum
m
valu
ues
ffrom the previo
ous nine runs and
a the presentt run to represeent
thhe feature vecctor for the prresent run. Th
hus each creatted
ssample has a dimensionality
d
of 10. Since each
e
replacemeent
ccycle consists of a different number of run
ns (varying fro
om
223 to 104 runss), different nu
umbers of norrmal samples are
a
thhus collected for
f the training
g and the test data.
d
Specificallly,
thhe training daata consists of
o 387 normaal and 15 fau
ulty
ssamples, and th
he test data is composed
c
of 319
3 normal and
d7
ffaulty samples.
44.

Figurre 2. Dictionaryy learning and SVM classifieer training
pipelines.
annd the overlappping is one. IIn our experim
ments, p is
typpically set to foour.
2.

SPARSE CODING
O
BASED FAILURE PRED
DICTION

44.1 Basic Con
ncept of Sparsee Coding
G
Given N data saamples ∈
, we first learn
l
a dictionaary
D using the folllowing mathem
matical optimizzation:
min
≜

∈ ,

∑

∈

∈

‖

. .

‖
1, ∀

(1)

ffor certain
0, where iss the sparse cod
de of , and D is
thhe dictionary composed off columns and
a
is the jth
j
ccolumn (i.e., atom)
a
in D. We
W split samp
ples into smalller
ppatches of leng
gth four; thereefore, we have M = 4 in our
o
eexperiments.
G
Given the learn
ned dictionary
y D, we consid
der the followiing
L
LASSO (Least Absolute Shriinkage and Sellection Operato
or)
fformulated optiimization problem:
min

∈

‖

‖

‖ ‖

(2)

F
For a given data point
, by solvin
ng the LASS
SO
ooptimization ussing methods such as least angle regressiion
((LARS) (Efron
n et al., 2004) and interior-p
point (Koh et al.,
a
22007) we find the
t sparse codee for .
44.2 LEARNING AND TRAINING
G PIPELINES
F
Figure 2 show
ws the learnin
ng and trainin
ng pipelines for
f
pparticle filter failure
f
predictiion via sparse coding. We use
u
thhe following steps for diictionary learn
ning and SV
VM
cclassifier trainin
ng.
11.

Sppecifically, too discriminatiively learn tthese two
dicctionaries, onlly the patchess whose valuues are all
sm
maller than a thhreshold ThN aare used to leaarn DN. On
thee other hand, if one value wiithin the patchhes exceeds
ThhF, these patchhes will be uused to learn DF. Other
pattches that do nnot satisfy eitheer of these two conditions
aree discarded.

‖ ‖
1, … ,

Patch gen
nerating. To capture local variation with
hin
each sam
mple, we split each sample into overlappiing
patches {x
x1,…, xj,…, x100-p+1}, where th
he patch size iss p

Paatch selecting and dictionaryy learning. Noote that for
neext-run failure prediction, onlly the run befoore the last
runn in a replacem
ment cycle is laabeled as faultyy. All other
runns are labeledd as normal. T
Thus there aree far more
noormal runs thhan faulty ruuns. To deal with this
im
mbalance, two dictionaries DN and DF are then
resspectively leaarned on norm
mal and faultty samples
usiing (1). (Note that if all sam
mples were usedd to learn a
sinngle dictionaryy, the dictionaryy would be dom
minated by
noormal samples.))

3.

Diictionary conccatenating. A simple conncatenation
forrms the final ddictionary D = [[DN|DF].

The folllowing steps aare used in SV
VM classifier ttraining for
failure prediction based on sparse coode.
1.

Paatch generatiing. We spllit each sam
mple
ov erlapping patchhes {x1,…, xj,…
…, x10-p+1}.

2.

Spaarse coding. G
Given the learnned dictionary D, we use
(2)) to compute spparse code of each patch xj. In total,
10 -p+1 sparse ccodes are theereby obtainedd for each
sam
mple.

3.

Maax pooling. Too incorporate local variation of patches
to reflect global features of each sample, w
we perform
maax pooling oveer these 10-p+11 sparse codes to obtain a
po oled sparse code z such that the kth elemennt in z, zk =
maax( , , … , , , … ,
, ) where
, is the kth
eleement from . Therefore, eaach sample is eencoded as
a ppooled sparse ccode. The effecctiveness of ussing pooled
spaarse code in cclassification aas opposed to
is well
knnown (see, e.g.., Chen et al.,, 2015, and Taarsa et al.,
20 15).

into
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44.

Classifier training. We use pooled sparse codes as
features to
o train a linear SVM classsifier for failu
ure
prediction.

44.3 FAILURE PREDICTION
R
ON
N TEST SAMPLES
F
For a test samp
ple, we first div
vide it into overrlapping patch
hes.
T
Then, we comp
pute sparse cod
des for each paatch and perforrm
m
max pooling on
o these sparrse codes to obtain a poolled
ffeature vector. Finally, the pooled feature vector
v
is used as
aan input vecto
or for the pree-trained SVM
M to obtain the
t
pprediction resullt.
55.

EXPERIME
ENTAL SETUP AND
A
RESULTS

55.1 Baseline: PCA+SVM
P
T
The proposed method
m
was compared again
nst a PCA-bassed
bbaseline metho
od. In this baseeline method, PCA
P
was used to
pproject data on
nto a lower dim
mensional spaace spanned by
ya
rrelatively smalll number of dominant eigeenvectors of the
t
ccovariance mattrix of the train
ning data. Theen, a linear SV
VM
w
was used as thee predictor.

threshoolds to select nnon-overlappeed patches. Ass shown in
Figure 3(b), only thhe patches saatisfying the constraints
describbed in Section 4.2 were usedd for dictionaryy learning.
The othher patches weere discarded.
Figure 4 shows the ssparse codes oof a patch at a faulty run
using dictionaries llearned by different patchh selection
schemees. The dictioonary DN andd the dictionaary DF are
respecttively indexed as 1~15 and 16~18. Obviouusly, when
using tthe patch seleection schemee 1, the overlapping of
patchess makes it diffficult to trainn these two ddictionaries
discrim
minatively. Thuus the patch at a faulty ruun can be
incorreectly coded by atoms in DN ((e.g., indices off 6, 10 and
12, as sshown in Figurre 4(a)). In conntrast, when wee separated
patchess into two sets without overlaap, different atooms can be
learnedd in DN and DF. Accordinglyy, the same paatch can be
almost coded by onlyy the atom in DF (e.g., the inndex of 18,
as show
wn in Figure 44(b)). In summ
mary, the patchh selection
schemee 2, as used inn our pipeline, creates patchees that can
be usedd to train DN annd DF more disscriminately.

55.2 Experimen
ntal Setup and
d Evaluation Metrics
M
T
To provide a fair
f comparison
n, we used thee same setting of
thhe penalty parameter in a lin
near SVM (Chaang & Lin, 201
11)
ffor both PCA- and SC-bassed approaches. The maxim
mal
nnumber of principal
p
comp
ponents (PCss) used in the
t
eexperiments was
w six, which can explain over
o
95% of the
t
trraining data variance. Diffferent numbeers of atoms in
ddictionary DN and dictionary
y DF were set for compariso
on.
S
Since a particlee filter will bee replaced wheen the maximu
um
vvalue of dp.filter over a run exceeds
e
30, wee set ThN and Th
T F
too 10 and 20 respectively.
r
As
A mentioned earlier,
e
the pattch
ssize p was emp
pirically set to four.
f
Sparse co
oding is set to use
u
aabout three non
n-zero coefficieents in our experiments.
F
Four standard metrics (Salfn
ner et al., 2010
0)—true positiive
rrate (TPR), fallse positive raate (FPR), F-m
measure and the
t
aarea under the receiver
r
operatting characteristic (ROC) currve
(A
(AUC)—were used
u
to compaare the perform
mance of differeent
m
methods. Note that a positivee sample meanss a faulty samp
ple
inn our experimeents.

mplicity of
Figuree 3. Two patchh selection scheemes. (For sim
plot, bblack points dennote other overlapping patchhes used to
train DN)

55.3 Patch Sellection for Dicctionary Learn
ning
T
To learn the two diction
naries DN and
d DF that can
c
rrespectively reepresent normaal and faulty regularities, we
w
ggenerated two patch sets. For
F this, two patch selectiion
sschemes were compared. As
A shown in Figure
F
3(a), tw
wo
ppatch sets weree separately crreated by considering wheth
her
thhe patch belon
ngs to the last sliding windo
ow in each cyccle.
((Note that we can create seven patches from a windo
ow
cconsisting of 10
1 runs.) Cleaarly, some patcches overlappeed,
m
making it diffficult to differrentiate betweeen atoms in the
t
ddictionaries DN and DF. In
I contrast, we
w defined tw
wo

Figuure 4. Sparse ccodes of a patchh at a faulty ruun using
dictionnaries learned bby patch selecttion (a) schemee 1 and (b)
scheme 2.
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T
Table 1. Perforrmance comparrisons. For PCA+SVM, PCs=
=2
(in parenthesiss) denotes that data is projectted onto the firsst
ttwo PCs (a sim
milar definition
n applies to PCss=3 and PCs=6
6).
For SC+SVM
M, 10/3 (in parrenthesis) mean
ns we have 10
atoms in DN an
nd 3 atoms in DF (a similar definition appliees
to 15/3).
1
C
Column
Inndex
Method
M
Metric
T
TPR (%)
FPR (%)
F-measure
A
AUC

1

2

3

4

5

CA
PC
+S
SVM
(PC
Cs=2)
71
85.7
16.9
93
0.17
79
0.91
16

PCA
M
+SVM
(PCs=3)
71.43
12.23
0.196
0.911

PCA
+SVM
(PCs=6)
71.43
5.64
0.333
0.847

SC
+SVM
(10/3)
85.71
9.4
0.279
0.942

SC
C
+SV
VM
(15//3)
100
13.17
7
0.25
0.983
3

55.4 Prediction Results
T
Table 1 compaares the perforrmance of the baseline meth
hod
((PCA+SVM) and
a the proposeed method (SC
C+SVM). For the
t
P
PCA+SVM meethod (columns 1, 2 and 3), when more PCs
w
were used, wee obtained hiigher F-measu
ure values. Th
his
m
means that reeserving moree PCs is useful for failu
ure
pprediction. Und
der TPR equalss to 85.71% (columns 1 and 4),
thhe proposed SC
C+SVM metho
od achieves a lower
l
FPR (9.4
4%)
thhan that of th
he PCA+SVM
M method (16
6.93%). In oth
her
w
words, the prop
posed method raised fewer false
f
alarms th
han
thhe PCA+SVM
M method. Thee proposed meethod (column 5)
aalso achieves the
t best predicction performaance in terms of
A
AUC.
F
Figure 5 showss the receiver operating charracteristic (RO
OC)
ccurves of thesee two method
ds under the best
b
AUC valu
ues
((columns 1 and
d 5 in Table 1).. From this figu
ure, we observ
ved
thhat the PCA+S
SVM method raises more falsse alarms.

based ffeatures outperrforms that of traditional PC
CA features
when a non-linear SV
VM is used as a predictor.
Furtherrmore, to asseess robustness of performannce against
variouss partitions of tthe data set intoo training and test cycles,
we alsoo evaluated thhe performancce of two othher random
partitioons. Similar ressults as mentionned above werre found.
6

CO
OST-BENEFIT A NALYSIS OF DIFFERENT
REEPLACEMENT POLICIES FOR
R MOCVD EQU
UIPMENT

In thiss section, we provide cost--benefit analyysis of the
proposeed SC-based pprediction methhod when com
mpared with
some oother methodss for MOCVD
D equipment. Given the
difficullty of quantizzing detailed ffactors of costs such as
hardwaare and softwarre design, engiineering qualifi
fication and
certificcation (Saxenaa et al., 2010)), we only coonsider the
annual uptime of MO
OCVD equipmeent operation. W
We use the
followiing notations too facilitate the discussion.
UT: aveerage uptime pper cycle,
DT: aveerage downtim
me for a replaceement, and
H: the probability thaat the maintennance time provided by a
certain replacement ppolicy is beforee an actual failuure.
Practicaally, UT is callculated based on the maintennance time
under a given replacement policy oon the test cyccles. DT is
calculaated as
∗ 1.5

1

∗ 108

wntimes (in hours) for a
where 1.5 and 108 aare average dow
unscheduled reeplacement, reespectively.
schedulled and an un
Note thhat in contrast,, the executionn time of a runn is about 8
hours. Here these average dow
wntimes and the run’s
executiion time were obtained from
m engineers whho maintain
MOCV
VD equipment.
The exppected uptime in a year undeer a replacemennt policy is
calculaated by multipplying the num
mber of operaation units,
each off which is the ttime duration ffor a pair UT annd DT, in a
year annd the average uuptime per cyccle:
Exppected uptime in a year =

Figure 5. ROC
C curves of the baseline metho
od (PCA+SVM
M)
and the proposed method
m
(SC+S
SVM).
IIn addition, wh
hen using a no
on-linear, radiu
us basis functiion
t
((RBF) SVM as a predictor rather than a linear SVM, the
hhighest AUC value
v
of PCA--based method
d achieves 0.9
925
((under PCs=2)) and the high
hest AUC vallue of SC-bassed
m
method achievees 0.965 (undeer 15 atoms in DN and 3 atom
ms
inn DF). This ex
xperiment sho
ows again thatt the use of SCS

∗

In addiition to the SC-- or PCA-based predictive m
maintenance
policy, we consider ttwo conventionnal replacemennt policies:
(1) runn-to-failure reeplacement poolicy, under which the
particlee filter will be used until it fa
fails (i.e.,
0), and (2)
preventtive maintenannce policy, unnder which thhe particle
filter w
will be replaceed once the nnumber of exeecuted runs
exceedss the average nnumber of runss in training cyycles.
Figure 6 compares uuptime against the FPR undeer different
replaceement policies for the test datta. The X-axis is the FPR
of the P
PCA+SVM and SC+SVM m
methods. The Y-axis is the
annual uptime of thee MOCVD equuipment. To faacilitate the
discusssion, the total nnumber of parrticle filters forr which no
alarm w
was raised unnder a replacem
ment policy bbefore they

5
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ffailed is denoteed as #misses. For example, under
u
the run-ttoffailure replacem
ment policy, #misses
#
is 7 siince these filteers
aare used until they fail; und
der the preventtive maintenan
nce
ppolicy, only one filter is no
ot replaced beefore it fails, so
##misses is 1. To
o study cost-beenefit effects of
o #misses for the
t
P
PCA+SVM and SC+SVM methods,
m
we co
onsider the thrree
F
FPR subintervaals shown in Figure
F
6. In th
hese FPR regio
ons
vvarious method
ds exhibit their relative streng
gths.
IInterval1 (#missses is larger th
han 1 for both PCA+SVM and
a
S
SC+SVM). Wh
hen we allow a very low FP
PR, it is unlikeely
thhat an alarm will
w be raised. Then the perfformance of bo
oth
thhe baseline meethod and the proposed
p
meth
hod is worse th
han
thhat of preventiive maintenancce in terms of uptime
u
(as show
wn
inn the lower-rig
ght zoomed-in panel of Figuree 6).
IInterval2 (#missses is 1 for SC
C+SVM, and #m
misses is eitherr 2
oor 3 for PCA+
+SCM). We compare
c
the proposed
p
meth
hod
w
with preventivee maintenancee under the sam
me #misses. We
W
ccan see that thee proposed SC-based method
d outperforms the
t
ppreventive main
ntenance strateegy with an inccreased uptime of
3300+ hours (as shown in the upper-right
u
zoo
omed-in panel of
F
Figure 6).
IInterval3 (#missses is 0 for SC
C+SVM, and #m
misses is eitherr 1
oor 2 for PCA
A+SVM). Thee proposed SC
C-based meth
hod
ssuccessfully raiises alarms beffore any particlle filter fails, and
a
thherefore achiev
ves the best up
ptime among alll methods.
IIn summary, the
t proposed SC-based
S
meth
hod outperform
ms
thhe other replaacement policies in Intervaal2 and Intervaal3.
P
Particularly, th
he proposed SC+SVM
S
meth
hod outperform
ms
thhe preventive maintenance
m
policy in annuall uptime by 600+
hhours under FP
PR equal to 5%
% (as shown in
n the upper-rig
ght
zzoomed-in pan
nel of Figure 6). This suggessts that under the
t
ggiven data sett, when the proposed
p
SC-b
based predictiion
m
method is used
d, the target FPR should be set at 5%. No
ote
thhat if FPR is set too high (e.g.,
(
50%), th
he proposed SCS
bbased failure predictor wou
uld incur man
ny false alarm
ms,
leading to a sho
ortened uptimee.
7

CONCLUSIION AND FUTU
URE WORK

IIn this paper, we propose a sparse codiing-based failu
ure
pprediction method for the particle filter in MOCV
VD
eequipment. Using a real-world dataset, ou
ur proposed SCS
bbased method raises fewer false
f
alarms th
han a PCA-bassed
bbaseline metho
od under the same TPR. Compared with the
t
ppreventative maintenance
m
strrategy, the pro
oposed SC-bassed
m
method increasses the annual uptime of MO
OCVD equipmeent
bby 600+ hours. To the best of
o our knowled
dge, this work
k is
thhe first appliccation of sparsse coding to the
t prediction of
ccomponent failure
f
in MOCVD
M
eq
quipment, with
w
pperformance deemonstrated ussing a real-worlld dataset.
T
The paper focu
uses on classifiers rather than
n their ensembles.
IIt is generally true that enseemble methodss are often mo
ore
aaccurate than their
t
individuaal classifiers provided
p
that the
t
laatter are accuraate and diversee (Dietterich, 2000). As a futu
ure

VD equipment operation
Figuree 6. Annual uptime of MOCV
under diff
fferent replacem
ment policies.
work, w
we plan to sttudy ensemblee methods bassed on the
proposeed SC-based cllassifiers of thiis paper.
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